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Abstract. Predicting tumor metastatic potential remains a challenge
in cancer research and clinical practice. Our goal was to identify
novel biomarkers for differentiating human breast tumors with differ-
ent metastatic potentials by imaging the in vivo mitochondrial redox
states of tumor tissues. The more metastatic �aggressive� MDA-MB-
231 and less metastatic �indolent� MCF-7 human breast cancer mouse
xenografts were imaged with the low-temperature redox scanner to
obtain multi-slice fluorescence images of reduced nicotinamide ad-
enine dinucleotide �NADH� and oxidized flavoproteins �Fp�. The
nominal concentrations of NADH and Fp in tissue were measured
using reference standards and used to calculate the Fp redox ratio,
Fp/ �NADH+Fp�. We observed significant core-rim differences, with
the core being more oxidized than the rim in all aggressive tumors but
not in the indolent tumors. These results are consistent with our pre-
vious observations on human melanoma mouse xenografts, indicating
that mitochondrial redox imaging potentially provides sensitive mark-
ers for distinguishing aggressive from indolent breast tumor xe-
nografts. Mitochondrial redox imaging can be clinically implemented
utilizing cryogenic biopsy specimens and is useful for drug develop-
ment and for clinical diagnosis of breast cancer. © 2010 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3431714�

Keywords: optical imaging; redox ratio; mitochondrial redox state; NADH and oxi-
dized flavoprotein; calibration.
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Introduction
ancer metastasizes through hematogenous and lymphatic
athways to distant organs.1 Metastasis is the final step of
ancer progression and remains the primary cause of death
rom solid tumors.1,2 The tendency of a primary tumor to form
econdary metastatic lesions is the metastatic potential of that
umor.3 Knowledge of tumor metastatic potential may help
hysicians to select a proper level of treatment based on tu-
or aggressiveness while avoiding unnecessary side effects

n patients.4 Due to the complexity of cancer, such as inter-

ddress all correspondence to Lin Z. Li, Department of Radiology, School of
edicine, University of Pennsylvania, B6 Blockley Hall, 423 Guardian Drive,

hiladelphia, PA 19104-6069. Tel: 215-222-1888; Fax: 215-573-2113; E-mail:
inli@mail.med.upenn.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036010-
and intratumoral heterogeneity5–9 in structure, gene expres-
sion, and metabolism, predicting tumor metastatic potential
remains a major challenge in cancer research and clinical
practice. Current clinical metastatic prognosis for breast can-
cer is based on factors including tumor size, stage, grade, and
other histopathological information from localized biopsy
samples. However, it is still difficult to accurately predict the
likelihood that a specific breast tumor in a specific patient will
produce a distant metastasis. As a result, some low-grade
breast tumors that have been treated less aggressively may
disseminate, while some high-grade tumors that were treated
aggressively may be nonmetastatic in nature.

1083-3668/2010/15�3�/036010/10/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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Imaging techniques that measure the spatial distribution of
hysiological parameters, i.e., image the heterogeneity of tu-
or metastatic biomarkers, may prove useful and necessary

or predicting tumor metastatic potential. Many processes are
ssociated with tumor aggressiveness, such as glucose me-
abolism, hypoxia, angiogenesis, and the activity of matrix

etalloproteinases �MMPs� within the tumor microenviron-
ent. A variety of clinical and preclinical methods that image

ne or more indices of these phenomena have been reviewed.3

In this study, we employed the mitochondrial redox scan-
ing technique to distinguish between aggressive and indolent
uman breast tumor mouse xenografts. Redox scanning devel-
ped by Chance and collaborators10–13 utilizes a cryogenic
icotinamide adenine dinucleotide �NADH�/flavoproteins
uorescence imaging instrument to image the mitochondrial
edox state in biological samples snap-frozen under liquid ni-
rogen. The light emissions originate from the two major
lasses of intrinsic fluorophores in tissue, NADH and oxi-
ized flavoproteins �Fp� containing flavin adenine dinucle-
tide �FAD�, whose fluorescence intensities are enhanced 10-
old at liquid nitrogen temperature.14 NADH and FADH2 are
nergy carrying co-enzymes, which are fed into the electron
ransport chain in mitochondria to generate
denosine-5�-triphosphate �ATP� by oxidative phosphoryla-
ion. It has been shown that Fp and NADH are sensitive in-
icators of mitochondrial metabolic states,14–25 and their ratio
s related to the hydroxybutyrate/acetoacetate ratio and thus to
he NAD+-coupled mitochondrial redox potential
AD+ /NADH and to the thermodynamic potential �G of the
itochondrial system.14,26 A highly active mitochondrial
etabolic state results in oxidation of the electron transport

ystem, leading to decreases in NADH and increases in Fp,
hich result in increases in the Fp redox ratio �or shortened as
p ratio�, Fp / �Fp+NADH�.

In our previous study27 directed at predicting the metastatic
otential of five human melanoma mouse xenografts that
panned the full range of tumor aggressiveness, we used the
edox scanning technique to identify a distinctly more oxi-
ized core region in aggressive tumors. We demonstrated that
he invasive potential of all five melanoma lines measured in

Boyden chamber varied linearly with the oxidized redox
atio of the cores of these tumors. However, prediction of
etastatic potential in melanoma is clinically less critical than

n other malignancies such as prostate and breast cancer be-
ause melanoma is almost invariably surgically excised, and
he aggressiveness of melanoma can be judged by its histo-
ogical characteristics as well as by the vertical height of the
umor.28 However, melanoma serves well as a starting point
or establishing biomarkers of metastatic potential because a
ide range of human tumor lines with varying metastatic po-

ential measured in culture and in vivo are available.29–32

Our goal in the present study is to apply mitochondrial
edox scanning to human breast cancer mouse xenograft mod-
ls and investigate whether redox imaging biomarkers can
istinguish between the aggressive and the indolent breast
ancers. Here we report the results obtained for two groups of
uman breast tumor mouse xenografts: the highly metastatic
aggressive� tumor MDA-MB-231 and the poorly metastatic
indolent� MCF-7.33 These results indicate that several redox
maging biomarkers can differentiate between MDA-MB-231
nd MCF-7 tumors. This study also allows us to conduct a
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036010-
preliminary comparison of low-temperature fluorescence data
on aggressive and indolent forms of breast cancer with the
previous more extensive study on melanoma that combined
fluorescence with magnetic resonance imaging �MRI� and his-
topathological data to distinguish between aggressive and in-
dolent forms of melanoma. This analysis suggests that the
conclusions regarding mitochondrial redox states drawn from
the melanoma study appear to apply also to breast cancer.
Thus, the success of this study as well as our previous mela-
noma study support the utility of the mitochondrial redox
state as a possible biomarker for tumor metastatic potential.
These results may allow us to develop clinically translatable
noninvasively detectable redox imaging biomarkers for pre-
dicting the metastatic potential of breast cancer and perhaps
other solid tumors.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Mouse Xenograft Model and Sample Preparation
The animal protocol utilized in these studies was approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. The human breast cancer cells �the
aggressive MDA-MB-231 and the indolent MCF-7� were
propagated in RPMI1640 medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum. Breast cancer cells ��1�107, 100 �l�
were subcutaneously implanted into the upper thighs of the
hind legs of 4- to 5-week-old female athymic nude mice
�strain NCr-nu/nu� obtained from the U.S. National Cancer
Institute. An estrogen pellet �0.72 mg, 60 days� was im-
planted subcutaneously in the mouse chest using a 10-gauge
trocar immediately before MCF-7 inoculation. Tumors were
allowed to grow to 6 to 10 mm in diameter measured with
calipers. Tumor volume was estimated as 1 /2ab2 �mm3�,
where a is the length of the long axis and b is the length of the
short axis along two perpendicular directions in the tumor.
The tumor-bearing mice were then anesthetized with
ketamine/acepromazine �100 /10 mg /Kg� and snap-frozen
under liquid N2 so that the in vivo metabolic states of the
tumors were preserved. The frozen tumors were then excised
with a handsaw in a low-temperature environment and kept
under liquid N2.

The sample preparation details for performing redox scan-
ning have been reported elsewhere.12,34 Briefly, each frozen
tumor was mounted in liquid N2–chilled mounting buffer
�H2O:ethanol:glycerol=10:30:60, freezing point −30 °C�
with two snap-frozen reference standards �one NADH and
one FAD, powder diluted in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer made
from a 1 M pH7 buffer solution, concentration FAD
=719 �M, NADH=1318 �M� mounted adjacent to the tu-
mor and maintained at low temperature. Such prepared
samples were stored under liquid N2 for redox scanning.

2.2 Redox Scanning
The testing and operation of the redox scanner used for this
study have been previously described.10–12 Briefly, we milled
the sample surface flat under liquid nitrogen utilizing the
grinder component of the scanner. Milling away layer after
layer of surface tissue exposed tissue sections at various
depths from the original surface of the tumor. Fluorescence
scanning with a bifurcated fiber-optic probe about 70 �m
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�2
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bove the flat surface then generated redox images of the
umor section. The Fp excitation and emission channel filters
ere centered at 430 nm�25 nm and 525 nm�32 nm, re-

pectively; the NADH excitation and emission channel filters
ere centered at 360 nm�26 nm and 430 nm�25 nm, re-

pectively. A short-pass glass filter �transmitting light at
72 nm�84 nm, with O.D. 4.5 out-of-band rejection for
ight with wavelengths of 640 nm or longer� was used in the
ADH channel to prevent red light leakage, yielding total
ut-of-band rejection of O.D. 7.5 for red light. A neutral den-
ity filter was inserted in the emission channel when the signal
as saturated. Filters were rotated by spinning filter wheels.
he NADH and Fp emission signals were transmitted to a
hotomultiplier tube �PMT, R928 from Hamamatsu, Inc.; sen-
itivity range: 185 to 900 nm� and processed on a PC to con-
truct the fluorescence images of the scanned sample section.

The typical scanning matrix for this study was 128�128,
ith a step size of 100 or 200 �m. Images of tissue sections

t three to five different depths from tumor top surface with a
eparation of 200 to 400 �m were obtained for each tumor,
esulting in 15 imaging sections in total for four MCF-7 tu-
ors and 9 sections for three MDA-MB-231 tumors.

.3 Data Analysis
he images were analyzed with MATLAB software to gener-
te the mean value and the standard deviation of the fluores-
ence signal with the signal intensity corrected for neutral
ensity filters if they were used in any channel. For reference
tandards, the area inside each reference tube was selected as
he region of interest �ROI�. The mean value of the signal
ntensity from each ROI of the reference tube was computed
y subtraction of the background signal of the blank. The
ADH tube serves as the blank for the FAD tube and vice
ersa. For tissue the ROI was drawn excluding the mouse

ig. 1 Typical pseudo-color redox images and their corresponding
enografts �tissue section depth 1740 �m�. The color bars of the Fp a
orresponding snap-frozen solution standards, and the color bar of th
y definition, NADH ratio is merely 1− �Fp ratio�. The x axes of the hi
epresent the number of pixels in the tumor section having a specific v
pots outside the tumor section are the images of Fp or NADH refere
he histograms. The image matrix was 128�128, and the step size w
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036010-
skin. The nominal NADH and Fp concentrations in the tissue
were calculated by comparing the tissue signal intensity with
the mean signal intensity of the reference standards.

The processed redox images are displayed with a color bar
on the right side of each image indicating the range of data
values �Figs. 1 and 2�. The NADH or Fp images are displayed
in units of concentration ��M�; the value of the redox ratio
images ranges between 0 and 1. A histogram for the region of
interest in an image was generated by counting the number of
pixels exhibiting each specific value of NADH or Fp nominal
concentration or Fp redox ratio.

All histograms of indolent MCF-7 tumors have only one
major peak. For the aggressive MDA-MB-231 tumors, histo-
grams of each image section usually exhibit a two-peak bimo-
dal distribution for the Fp redox ratio and Fp and NADH
concentrations, corresponding to a core-rim difference. The
tumor core is defined as the region with higher Fp redox ratio
corresponding to a more oxidized state and is usually located
in the central region of the aggressive tumor section. The
average values of the Fp redox ratio and Fp and NADH con-
centrations of the tumor core in each tumor section were ob-
tained from the peaks on the right side of the histograms �read
to two significant digits�. They were then averaged across
multiple image sections of each tumor to obtain the mean
values of the entire tumor, denoted by Fp ratio �core�, Fp
�core�, and NADH �core�, respectively. In the same way,
analyses were conducted by measuring the left-hand peaks in
the histograms to obtain Fp ratio �rim�, Fp �rim�, and NADH
�rim� denoting the mean value in the rim of the entire tumor,
respectively. For both the aggressive and the indolent tumors,
the mean values of the Fp and NADH concentration and the
Fp ratio were also calculated for each tumor section. They
were then averaged across multiple sections of each tumor to
obtain the mean values of the entire tumor, denoted by Fp

ms of highly metastatic human breast tumor MDA-MB-231 mouse
H images indicate the nominal concentrations in �M relative to the

d NADH ratio image indicates the ratio range from 0 to 1. Note that
s represent the Fp or NADH redox ratio or concentration. The y axes

f Fp or NADH redox ratio or nominal concentration. The small round
ndards. The peaks corresponding to tumor core or rim are labeled in
�m.
histogra
nd NAD
e Fp an
stogram
alue o

nce sta
as 100
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atio �mean� for the redox ratio or Fp �mean� and NADH
mean� for the concentration.

Each of the indices defined earlier were then averaged
cross three to four tumors for each tumor line to obtain the
ean values and standard deviations �SDs� for the tumor line
hich are reported in Tables 1 and 2.

For the aggressive MDA-MB-231 tumors, in order to de-
ermine whether there exists a significant core-rim difference,
two-tail paired t-test was performed to compare the average
p ratio �core� and Fp ratio �rim� in each tumor. The same
omparison was made between Fp �core� and Fp �rim� as well
s between NADH �core� and NADH �rim�.

To identify biomarkers distinguishing the aggressive from
he indolent tumors, six indices of Fp from three MDA-MB-
31 tumors, i.e., Fp ratio �core�, Fp ratio �rim�, Fp ratio
mean�, Fp �core�, Fp �rim�, and Fp �mean�, were compared,
espectively, with the Fp ratio �mean� and Fp �mean� from
our MCF-7 tumors using a two-tail unpaired t-test assuming
nequal variance. In the same way, three indices of NADH
rom the MDA-MB-231, NADH �core�, NADH �rim�, and

ig. 2 Typical redox images and corresponding histograms of indo
80 �m�. The x axes of the histograms represent the Fp or NADH redo

n the tumor section having a specific value of Fp or NADH redox rati
re Fp or NADH reference standards. The image matrix was 128�128
enograft images in Fig. 1�.

Table 1 The Fp redox ratios of the two tumor groups.

Fp ratio �mean� Fp ratio �core� Fp ratio �r

DA-MB-231 0.46±0.11 0.81±0.02 0.30±0.1

CF-7 0.42±0.03

value �core-rim�a 0.03

value �between lines�b 0.65 0.00001 0.35
Comparing the Fp ratio �core� and the Fp ratio �rim� of the MDA-MB-231
umors.
Comparing the three Fp ratios of the MDA-MB-231 tumors with the Fp ratio
mean� of the MCF-7 tumors.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036010-
NADH �mean� were compared with NADH �mean� of
MCF-7, respectively �p�0.05 was considered as statistically
significant�.

3 Results
3.1 Significant Core-Rim Differences Detected in the

Aggressive Breast Tumors but Not in the Indolent
Breast Tumors

Figures 1 and 2 display typical redox images of the aggressive
MDA-MB-231 and the indolent MCF-7 breast tumors, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 1, distinct differences between the
tumor core and rim were observed for all aggressive MDA-
MB-231 breast tumors, where the core is defined as the more
oxidized region with the higher Fp redox ratio, Fp / �Fp
+NADH�. The typical histograms of the aggressive tumor
images show the bimodal pattern with two widely separated
peaks. The right peak in the Fp redox ratio histogram corre-
sponds to the more oxidized tumor core region and the left
peak to the more reduced rim region. The average Fp ratio
�core�=0.81�0.02, and the average Fp ratio �rim�
=0.30�0.18 �p=0.03� for the MDA-MB-231 tumor line
�Table 1�. There is also a statistically significant difference
between core and rim with respect to Fp concentration �p
=0.02�, but the core-rim difference for NADH has borderline
significance �p=0.08; Table 2� probably because of the lim-
ited sample size. Such distinct core and rim differences were
not observed for the indolent MCF-7 breast tumors as shown
in Fig. 2. Therefore, only the average Fp ratio �mean� was
calculated to be 0.42�0.03 with a standard deviation smaller
than that of the Fp ratio �mean� for the more aggressive
MDA-MB-231 line, 0.46�0.11 �Table 1�. The aggressive tu-
mors were more heterogeneous than the indolent tumors in
spite of having a comparable mean Fp ratio �p=0.65�. Note
that the average tumor sizes of two tumor lines

uman breast tumor MCF-7 mouse xenografts �tissue section depth
or nominal concentration. The y axes represent the number of pixels

minal concentration. The small round spots outside the tumor section
e step size was 200 �m �twice that of the pixel size of MDA-MB-231
lent h
x ratio

o or no
, and th
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�4
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173�102 mm3 for MDA-MB-231 and 165�106 mm3 for
CF-7, p=0.96� were comparable.

.2 Several Biomarkers Distinguish the Aggressive
from the Indolent Breast Tumors

s delineated in Fig. 3�a� and Table 1, the Fp ratio �core� of
DA-MB-231 tumors is significantly different from the Fp

atio �mean� of MCF-7 line �p=0.00001�, whereas the Fp
atio �rim� and Fp ratio �mean� of the aggressive tumors fail to
iffer significantly from the Fp ratio �mean� of the indolent
umors �p�0.05�. In addition to the Fp ratio �core�, several
ndices of NADH and Fp nominal concentrations such as
ADH �core�, Fp �rim�, and Fp �mean� are also biomarkers of

he aggressive MDA-MB-231 breast tumors �Figs. 3�b� and
�c� and Table 2�. The average of NADH �core� in the aggres-
ive MDA-MB-231 tumor line was 89 �35 �M, while the
verage of NADH �mean� in the MCF-7 tumor line was
18�89 �M. The former parameter is significantly lower
p=0.009�. The difference between the average Fp �core� in

DA-MB-231�497�121 �M� and the average Fp �mean� in
CF-7 �255�27 �M� has borderline statistical significance

p=0.07�. The average concentration of NADH �rim� in the
ggressive MDA-MB-231 tumor line was 312�147 �M,
hich did not significantly differ from NADH �mean� in
CF-7 �p=0.96�. However, Fp �rim� in the aggressive tu-
ors �91�27 �M� differed significantly from Fp �mean� in

he indolent ones �p=0.0008�. Fp �mean� can also distinguish

Table 2 The nominal concentration of NADH
dards.

NADH
�mean�

NADH
�core�

MDA-MB-231 206±96 89±35

MCF-7 318±89

P value �231 core-rim�a 0.08

P value between linesb 0.19 0.009
aComparing the NADH or Fp nominal concentrations in
bComparing the nominal concentrations of NADH and
centrations of NADH and Fp in the MCF-7 tumors, resp

ig. 3 Redox imaging biomarkers distinguish between the MDA-MB-
umor line. Figure 3�a� shows that only the average of the Fp ratio �co
ines. Figures 3�b� and 3�c� show the average concentrations of Fp an
espectively. Since there is no distinct core-rim difference identified fo
nd Fp ratio �mean� of the tumor lines were plotted for the preceding
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036010-
between the aggressive and indolent tumors with statistical
significance, but NADH �mean� cannot �p=0.03 versus 0.19�.
Thus, NADH �core�, Fp �rim�, Fp �mean�, and potentially Fp
�core� may also serve as potential biomarkers for distinguish-
ing between aggressive and indolent breast tumors in addition
to Fp ratio �core�.

4 Discussion
4.1 Characteristic Core-Rim Pattern of the Aggressive

Breast Tumors and Their Redox State Indices
Distinguish between Aggressive and
Indolent Breast Tumors

We have employed redox scanning to characterize two breast
cancer mouse xenograft lines, the aggressive �highly meta-
static� MDA-MB-231 and the indolent �poorly metastatic�
MCF-7. As indicated by our redox imaging results, significant
core-rim differences were observed in the aggressive breast
tumors, but the indolent tumors were relatively uniform. The
average value of the Fp ratio �core�—the Fp redox ratio of the
aggressive tumor core—but not the average Fp ratio �mean�—
the Fp redox ratio of the entire tumor—differentiates between
the aggressive and indolent breast tumor lines. This is consis-
tent with our previous imaging study of human melanoma
mitochondrial redox state,27 clearly demonstrating the ability
of redox imaging to map the heterogeneity of tumors and to
distinguish between aggressive and indolent phenotypes of

in �M relative to NADH or Fp reference stan-

ADH
�rim�

Fp
�mean�

Fp
�core�

Fp
�rim�

2±147 166±36 497±121 91±27

255±27

0.02

0.96 0.03 0.07 0.0008
e with those in the rim of the MDA-MB-231 tumors.
e MDA-MB-231 tumors with the average nominal con-

gressive, solid bars� tumor line and the MCF-7 �indolent, open bars�
he aggressive tumors can distinguish the aggressive from the indolent
H relative to the frozen-solution standards for the two tumor groups,
CF-7 tumors, only the average values of Fp �mean�, NADH �mean�,

s.
and Fp

N

31

the cor
Fp of th
ectively.
231 �ag
re� of t
d NAD
r the M
figure
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oth melanoma and breast cancer tumor lines.
The nominal concentration images of NADH and Fp ob-

ained by comparing tissue fluorescence to that of reference
tandards allowed us to further examine the distinct core-rim
ifference within a given tumor line and the difference be-
ween the two tumor lines with respect to this heterogeneity.
he average NADH �core�, Fp �rim�, and Fp �mean� of the
ggressive line were significantly lower than the average
ADH �mean� or Fp �mean� of the indolent line. The average
p �core� of the aggressive tumors was higher than the aver-
ge Fp �mean� of the indolent tumors with borderline statisti-
al significance �p=0.07�. Our data also indicate that in ag-
ressive tumors, the average NADH �core� concentration
aries from the average NADH �rim� concentration only with
orderline significance �p=0.08�, whereas the average Fp
core� concentration was significantly higher than that of Fp
rim� �p=0.02�. Thus, it was mainly the difference in Fp con-
entration that accounted for the distinct core-rim difference
n Fp ratio observed in MDA-MB-231 tumors, with the aver-
ge Fp ratio �core� being 0.81�0.02 and the average Fp ratio
rim� being 0.30�0.18 �p=0.03� �Table 1�. Note that the
uorophore concentrations determined here are nominal
alues—i.e., fluorescence quantified without correction for
emoglobin absorption14 and the differences of optical prop-
rties �e.g., quantum yield and light scattering constant� be-
ween the tissue and reference standards. Due to these factors,
he nominal concentrations may deviate from the true tissue
oncentrations. However, the nominal NADH concentrations
etermined fall within the usual physiological range reported
n the literature.35,36 It would be of great interest to compare
hemical analyses of the two fluorophores in the frozen tissue
amples and correlate them with our redox imaging results.
uch a correlation may help to establish a new calibration
rocedure for the determination of the true concentrations of
he endogenous fluorophores.

Naturally, both tumor size and tumor growth rate may be
onsidered as contributing to and/or correlating with tumor
etastatic potential. Could these factors be partially respon-

ible for the observed mitochondrial redox state difference?
hese two factors may be excluded from this study due to the

ollowing considerations. First, we have chosen tumors of
imilar size for this study. All tumors were 6 to 10 mm in
iameter resulting in an average volume 173�102 mm3 for
DA-MB-231 and 165�106 mm3 for MCF-7. The size dif-

erence of the two groups was statistically insignificant
p=0.96�. The comparable tumor size between the two lines
mphasizes that the observed mitochondrial redox state differ-

ig. 4 TUNEL assays for tumor cell death in a representative MDA-M
taining, tumor core DAPI staining, and tumor core FITC staining. DA
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036010-
ence between the two lines is caused by factors other than
tumor size. However, this does not exclude the potential effect
of tumor size on mitochondrial redox state. As a matter of
fact, it is known that in the clinic larger tumors tend to be
more aggressive than smaller ones. Their mitochondrial func-
tions and redox states may be different as well. In the future,
we can image tumors grouped into different sizes, e.g., small,
medium, and large, to investigate the effect of tumor size on
mitochondrial redox state and to test whether the correlation
between mitochondrial redox state and tumor aggressiveness
holds for tumors of different sizes. Second, regarding the
growth rate of tumors in the cohorts of mice examined in
these experiments, it took only 20 days for the MCF-7 tumors
to grow to the desired size but 50 days for the MDA-MB-231
tumors. The growth rate of the less metastatic MCF-7 tumors
was much greater than that of more metastatic MDA-MB-231
tumors. On the other hand, in our previous study of mela-
noma, the highly metastatic C8161 melanoma grew faster
than the weakly metastatic A375P, yet the C8161 had a more
oxidized Fp ratio �core� than the A375P.27 Apparently, growth
rate does not account for the difference in mitochondrial re-
dox state observed by redox scanning as reported in the
present study.

When choosing the tumor samples, we made sure that
none of the tumors used in this study had an apparent necrotic
center. We have also performed terminal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase dUTP nick end labeling �TUNEL� assay for both
the indolent and the aggressive tumors. The TUNEL assay
results �Figs. 4 and 5� showed a low level of cell deaths in
either of the tumor lines xenografted in nude mice. Addition-
ally, the cores of both tumor lines had large amounts of living
cells indicated by their intact nuclei stained with
4� ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole �DAPI�, although the cell
density in the tumor rim appeared to be higher. Similar results
had been observed and reported for melanomas previously.37

4.2 Possible Metabolic States in Tumors
Previously, Chance and coworkers established five distinct
states of the mitochondrial respiratory chain that can be dis-
tinguished on the basis of Fp and NADH levels as well as Fp
redox ratio Fp / �Fp+NADH�.14,15,17 States 1 to 4 all are asso-
ciated with an adequate oxygen supply. With low levels of
adenosine diphosphate �ADP� and endogenous substrates,
state 1 is characterized by low levels of oxidative metabolism
with low Fp and high levels of NADH, and thus, a low Fp
redox ratio. In state 2, mitochondria have adequate ADP but
are starved of substrate, which is characterized by very high

tumor. From left to right: tumor rim DAPI staining, tumor rim FITC
s the cell nucleus, and FITC stains the TUNEL positive cells �Ref. 37�.
B-231
PI stain
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evels of Fp and low levels of NADH and, thus, a high Fp
edox ratio. State 3 corresponds to adequate levels of ADP
nd substrate resulting in rapid oxidative metabolism, also
ccompanied by a high Fp redox ratio but not as high as in
tate 2, and lower NADH but not as low as in state 2. State 4
orresponds to a resting or metabolically inactive state with
ow ADP but adequate supply of substrate; mitochondria are

ainly reduced with high NADH and low Fp resulting in a
ow Fp redox ratio. State 5 represents an anaerobic condition
n which oxygen is exhausted with high levels of substrate
nd ADP. Mitochondria are fully reduced in state 5 with the
ighest NADH.

By comparing our results with the preceding redox states,
e may assign the metabolic conditions of the more meta-

tatic breast tumor core cells to state 2 or 3 because as shown
n Fig. 3�b� the aggressive tumor cores have quite high Fp
evels and very low NADH levels. It has been shown in cer-
ain cancer xenografts that the outer rim of the tumor is better
erfused than the central region.27,38–40 Utilizing MRI and re-
ox scanning, our melanoma studies demonstrated a distinct
ore-rim difference both for the blood transfer constant
Ktrans� measured by dynamic contrast enhancement MRI
DCE-MRI� and the mitochondrial redox state measured by
ow-temperature NADH/Fp fluorescence.27 The more aggres-
ive melanoma line appears to have a tumor core with less
lood perfusion, lower nutrient supply, and a more oxidized
edox state. It is possible �and, indeed, likely but not yet
roven� that the central region of the aggressive MDA-MB-
31 breast tumors is also poorly perfused; the cells in this
egion could be starving, whereas the cells in the rim are well
upplied with nutrients. If this is true, then the cells in the core
f the aggressive tumor are in state 2 of mitochondrial me-
abolism. However, since these tumors were still growing at
he time of animal sacrifice, the high Fp redox ratio could also
ndicate that the cells in the core may have had adequate
evels of ADP and substrate yielding fast oxidative

etabolism—i.e., the characteristics of state 3. In the future,
CE-MRI measurement and relevant histological assays

ould be performed to further determine the redox state of the
ells in the aggressive breast tumor core.

Mitochondrial functional/metabolic abnormalities and oxi-
ative stress have been associated with tumorigenesis and
rogression to metastasis.41,42 The result obtained in this study
uggests that mitochondrial redox state could be used as a
otential indicator for cancer metastatic potential. The Fp re-
ox ratio for the aggressive breast tumor core is in the range
hat is observed in aggressive melanomas, and the Fp redox

ig. 5 TUNEL assays for tumor cell death in a representative MCF-7
umor core DAPI staining, and tumor core FITC staining. DAPI stains
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036010-
ratio of the indolent breast tumor is also in the range of indo-
lent melanomas.27 Therefore, we are suggesting that the con-
clusions drawn from the more extensive melanoma study
probably also carry over to breast cancer and perhaps other
cancers.

4.3 Mitochondrial Redox State, Hypoxia, and
Aerobic Glycolysis

Since hypoxia has been regarded as one of the driving forces
for tumor progression and hypoxic tissue regions have been
identified in tumors43,44 the question naturally arises whether
hypoxia might contribute to the redox state differences be-
tween the metastatic and indolent tumors and between the
core and rim region in the metastatic tumors. To address this
question in the future, we may measure oxygen levels in these
xenografts in addition to their redox states. Nevertheless, less
oxygen means more NADH, less oxidized flavoproteins and
more reduced mitochondrial redox state,25 which contrasts
with what was observed in this study—i.e., the more aggres-
sive tumors having more oxidized redox state in the tumor
core. Therefore, hypoxia does not seem to explain the differ-
ence in the mitochondrial redox state we have observed in this
study. Furthermore, it is noted that an oxygen concentration
greater than 4 to 8 �M would saturate oxidative
phosphorylation.45 Only when oxygen level is below 1 �M
can the oxidative phosphorylation be compromised to alter the
mitochondrial redox ratio measured by cryogenic NADH/Fp
fluorescence imaging �redox scanning�. Still, it is possible that
hypoxia affects mitochondrial redox state indirectly by induc-
ing changes in gene expression of certain proteins that may
affect the mitochondrial redox state. Imaging of both hypoxia
and mitochondrial redox state in the same tumor will be help-
ful to explore the connection of hypoxia to mitochondrial re-
dox state directly or indirectly.

Apart from hypoxia, the Warburg effect, discovered by
Otto Warburg eight decades ago, may be considered for pos-
sible relevance to the results of this study. The Warburg effect
is the observation that most cancer cells display elevated glu-
cose uptake and predominantly produce energy by glycolysis
rather than by oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria,
even in the presence of adequate oxygen.46–48 The Warburg
effect is the basis of the wide application of fluoro-
deoxyglucose-positron emission tomography �FDG-PET� im-
aging to staging various types of cancers.49,50 The mecha-
nisms by which tumor cells possess enhanced aerobic glyco-
lysis are still being investigated. Warburg’s hypothesis51 that

From left to right: tumor rim DAPI staining, tumor rim FITC staining,
ll nucleus, and FITC stains the TUNEL positive cells �Ref. 37�.
tumor.
the ce
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he higher glucose metabolism in cancer cells was due to the
espiration of all cancer cells being damaged does not hold
rue for all types of tumor cells.45,52–54 It became known that

any, if not all, cancer cells showed various degrees of in-
rease in glycolysis compared to normal tissues depending on
he cell types and cell growing conditions. Some could pro-
uce more than 50% of their ATP through glycolysis,55

hereas others, such as one of the tumor lines used in our
tudy, MCF-7 cells, generate 80% ATP through oxidative
hosphorylation.56

Some studies indicate that MCF-7 is less glycolytic than
DA-MB-231 in vitro. It is noted that under both hypoxic

nd normoxic conditions, the MCF-7 cells have much lower
erobic glucose consumption rates compared with the MDA-
B-231 cells.43 It is also reported that MCF-7 cells have

hree times higher basal oxygen consumption rates than
DA-MB-231 cells in vitro.57 This is consistent with a PET

tudy reporting that MDA-MB-231 mouse xenografts had
igher FDG uptake than MCF-7 xenografts.58 Since it is
ardly possible for PET to differentiate between the core and
im of a 6- to 10-mm tumor at an imaging spatial resolution
f �2 mm, it would be of research interest to use an optical
nalog of 2-deoxy-glucose �pyro-2DG� to image glucose up-
ake in tumors at 100-�m high resolution59,60 and co-register
t with the corresponding redox state images.

Imaging mitochondrial redox state may provide a neces-
ary basis for a more complete understanding of the Warburg
ffect. The regulation of glycolysis depends on mitochondrial
espiration, and respiration is probably at the basis for the
umor high glycolytic activity of the tumor.61 A multiparam-
ter metabolic analysis study revealed a close link between
ttenuated mitochondrial bioenergetic function and enhanced
lycolytic dependency in certain human tumor cells.62 It was
iscovered that the mutated genes in mtDNA from MDA-MB-
31 cells that encoded NADH dehydrogenase subunit 6
aused a deficiency in respiratory complex I activities and that
oorly metastatic tumor lines became highly metastatic tu-
ors after receiving mtDNA from MDA-MB-231 cells.42,63

ollectively, these observations suggest that MDA-MB-231
ells and the corresponding mouse xenografts have higher
lucose metabolism due to impaired mitochondrial respira-
ion.

However, it is unclear whether oxidized mitochondrial re-
ox state in MDA-MB-231 observed in this study should cor-
espond to impaired mitochondrial respiration. Our redox
canning results also revealed that the MDA-MB-231 tumor
im was not significantly different from that of MCF-7 in its
itochondrial redox state. Only the mitochondrial redox state

f the core of the aggressive tumors differentiated between the
wo lines. Currently, redox scanning can not distinguish be-
ween extremely low respiration, i.e., starvation �state 2� and
igh respiration �state 3�. Co-registration of redox imaging
ith oxygen metabolic rate in tumor tissue is needed to re-

olve this issue, which will be the direction of our future
ork. Arguably, it is also necessary to obtain 3-D co-

egistered information about multiple physiological param-
ters such as pH, pO2, mitochondrial redox state, oxygen con-
umption, and glucose consumption rate in the same tumor to
rovide a more complete understanding of the difference be-
ween MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 xenografts and shed more
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036010-
light on the physiological/metabolic basis of tumor aggres-
siveness.

4.4 Advantages of the Low-Temperature
Mitochondrial Redox Imaging in Addressing
Tumor Heterogeneity

Although cell culture studies have enhanced our understand-
ing of cancer biology, it is well known that cancer cells in
tumor tissue may not exhibit the same behavior as the same
cancer cells grown in culture medium. For example, MCF-7
cells are estrogen dependent in vitro, but 85% MCF-7 cells in
tissue no longer express estrogen receptors.58 The tissue mi-
croenvironment in tumors is different from that of cell culture.
Tumor microenvironment, epigenetic modifications, and/or
genetic mutations acquired during tumor progression may
cause changes that are absent in cell cultures. Additionally,
high intratumor heterogeneity has been well known—for in-
stance, the heterogeneity in pO2 and pH.64

Therefore, it is important to study tumor biology in vivo
with 3-D information to obtain more realistic understanding
of tumor progression to metastasis. NADH and Fp in live
tissue undergo changes within seconds once the tissue is
metabolically perturbed. The snap-freezing technique used in
our study arrests the metabolic processes and thus preserves
the natural enzymatic state and the in vivo metabolic state.14

Additionally, since fluorescence of NADH and Fp at liquid
nitrogen temperatures are about 10-fold stronger than at room
temperature,14,65 the signal-to-noise ratio was substantially
improved. By imaging successive slices through the frozen
tissue block, we were able to obtain the 3-D information on
mitochondrial redox states of tumors.

Our study of human melanoma and breast cancer xe-
nografts demonstrated that high-resolution imaging is neces-
sary for predicting tumor metastatic potential. In human mela-
noma and breast tumors, there was a distinctly more oxidized
�higher Fp redox ratio� tumor core region in the aggressive
tumors, and it was the mitochondrial redox state in this more
oxidized core region that largely differentiated the aggressive
from the indolent tumors. The size of the more oxidized core
region could be as small as 1 to 2 mm for a 6- to 10-mm
tumor. Such tumor heterogeneity was fully addressed by the
redox scanner with an in-plane high spatial resolution down to
50-�m and 20-�m tissue shaving thickness.

5 Conclusions
We report a preliminary study directed at quantitative differ-
entiation of two breast cancer mouse xenografts with different
metastatic potential using low-temperature mitochondrial re-
dox scanning �NADH and Fp fluorescence imaging�. Our re-
sults indicate that mitochondrial redox states are sensitive and
quantitative biomarkers for distinguishing the more metastatic
from the indolent human breast tumor mouse xenografts. The
low-temperature redox scanning method can be clinically
implemented on cryogenic biopsy specimens that are ex-
pected to provide highly useful information for clinical diag-
nosis and treatment of breast cancers. Furthermore, our mouse
xenograft studies have correlated in vivo mitochondrial redox
states with tumor metastatic potential with more metastatic
melanomas and breast tumors exhibiting more oxidized states.
Applying high-resolution redox imaging of mitochondrial
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�8
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etabolic states to study cancer progression to metastasis may
ave great impact on basic cancer research and clinical man-
gement of this disease.
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